THAT CAN RUIN YOUR BIG PLANS FOR RETIREMENT
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SMALL MISTAKES
CAN RUIN BIG PLANS
It was a simple steering error that sunk the Titanic, a single malfunction that
took down the Hindenburg, and one poor decision that doomed the Challenger.
The same is true when planning for your retirement. With people living longer,
retirement is now a major phase of life that can stretch for decades. Avoiding
common mistakes is critical if you want to enjoy your golden years without
worrying about running out of money.
If you have concerns about whether or not you’ll be able to afford the lifestyle
you want, you’re not alone. According to an Allianz study, 63% of people
fear running out of money in retirement more than death.1 What can you do
to eliminate that concern and experience the predictability that comes from
knowing your income is guaranteed? Ask yourself if you wouldn’t find this
a better position to be in than under the threat of a potentially volatile stock
market, unsure if you’ll run out of money.
Getting it right matters. Just like the major historic catastrophes, small financial
mistakes have the potential to bring down your big plans for the future.

7 MISTAKES

The goal of this brochure is to help you avoid seven of
the most common retirement mistakes so you can be
better prepared for your golden years.
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MISTAKE #1
RELYING ON A 401(K) OR IRA FOR
GUARANTEED RETIREMENT INCOME
Pensions are pretty much a thing of the past.
Today, many employees look to their 401(k)s
and Social Security to create a nest egg for
retirement. While not a bad savings tool, a
401(k) won’t give you a guaranteed income
for life – meaning that if you’re counting
on your 401(k) for retirement income, you
might end up running out of money. Did
you know that over a 30-year retirement,
if you withdraw a 6% annual income from
a 50/50 stock/bond investment there’s a
77% chance you’ll run out of money? If you
withdraw 5%, the chance of running out is
47%; and if you take out just 4% annually,
the probability of running out drops to 16%. 2
Are you comfortable knowing that you could
potentially run out of money in retirement at
a time when you need it most?
Just imagine you’re in the midst of your
retirement, enjoying travel, leisure, and time
with family, when you’re confronted with a
harsh reality: your savings might soon run
out. Would you want to be thrust back into

85%
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the workforce? What if your health – due
to age or illness – makes employment an
impossibility?
What can you do to help prevent this from
happening to you? First, realize that it can
be risky to be overly reliant on your
401(k) for retirement income since it’s
not guaranteed. Second, consider taking
advantage of certain types of investments*
outside your 401(k) that can provide a
guaranteed lifetime income. A Transamerica
Financial Advisors, Inc. (TFA) representative
can show you options to consider, and
together you can choose the most suitable
strategy that gives you dependable, monthly
retirement income you can count on.

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #1
Ask your TFA reprresentative how a
guaranteed income stream may help.

According to a recent poll by Gallup3, an overwhelming 85% of
non-retired U.S. investors who were surveyed strongly agree that
it’s critical to have a guaranteed income stream in retirement
as a supplement to Social Security benefits. According to this
survey, 27% of non-retired U.S. investors surveyed strongly
agree they are willing to give up access to some of their money in
order to provide a guaranteed income stream in retirement.

Please note: Guaranteed income streams like annuities may lose value and are not insured by the FDIC or any federal government agency.
They are not a deposit of or guaranteed by any bank, bank affiliate or credit union. Variable annuities may not be suitable for everyone. A
variable annuity may not be appropriate for people who do not have a long investment time horizon or who intend to engage in market
timing or other frequent (disruptive) trading. You will get no additional tax advantage from a variable annuity if you are investing in one
through a tax-advantaged retirement plan, such as a 401(k) plan or Individual Retirement Account (IRA). This brochure is not intended to
provide tax, accounting, or legal advice. For more information on a variable annuity please go to transamerica.com for prospectuses. You should

consider the objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of an investment carefully before investing.

MISTAKE #2
NOT KNOWING YOUR NUMBER
Imagine trying to find a friend’s apartment in a
foreign country without having your phone or even
their address — and without knowing the language.
That’s how lost many people feel when attempting
to navigate their retirement without knowing the
amount of money they need to live on comfortably.
They don’t have a financial roadmap.
To arrive at any destination, you first have to know
where you’re going. In retirement planning terms,
your destination is the amount of guaranteed monthly
income you’ll need to meet your lifestyle goals.
Knowing your number before you start your
retirement plan is critical. Knowing your number
allows you to choose the right strategies, services,
and financial vehicles to potentially grow your
money, protect it, and make it last as long as you do.

HERE ARE A FEW OTHER NUMBERS
YOU NEED TO KNOW
• The lump sum required to produce your desired
monthly income

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #2
Know your number. Calculate it with your TFA
representative today and get on track.

Often, knowing their number is the trigger that can push Americans
to start saving for retirement. And nearly half of Gen-Xers and
Baby Boomers surveyed could really use that push. According to
recent data4, 41% of Baby Boomers and 42% of Gen-Xers who were
surveyed have yet to start saving for retirement.

TRANSAMERICA FINANCIAL ADVISORS

• How much you need to save to help get you to
your desired retirement goals

DO YOU KNOW YOUR NUMBER?
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• The probability of running out of money in
retirement based on your existing plan

7 MISTAKES

• The amount of retirement income you are
presently on track to potentially receive in the
future based on your current savings plan –
including 401(k), IRA, Social Security,
pension, etc.

Once you know these numbers, your decisions,
options, and the financial vehicles you need become
clearer. With a financial professional on your
team and your financial roadmap in place, it’s not
complicated — it can actually be very straightforward
and easy to understand. Knowing your number and
sticking with a long-term plan rather than getting
sidetracked by the daily news gives you a better
foundation from which to pursue your financial goals.
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MISTAKE #3
NOT HAVING A STRONG DEFENSIVE STRATEGY
Imagine a sports team with no defense. When the
other team has the ball, they simply wait on the bench
and hope they can make a comeback when it’s their
turn. That’s a lot like the advice some financial planners
give their clients when they recommend simply waiting
out a bear market with no written strategy in place for
the downturn.
It may be for young investors to rely solely on offense,
but that gets riskier the closer you get to retirement.
Remember, past bear markets have seen losses
of 30%, 40% or even 50%. Losing a big chunk of
your nest egg when you’re near or in retirement can
devastate your savings and increase your risk of
running out of money.
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Most 401(k)s and IRAs are susceptible to losses in the
market, and should be reviewed for risk and suitability
when you’re within five to ten years of retirement. A
TFA representative can do this for you at no charge.
So how do you develop a solid defensive financial
strategy that can provide a dependable income during
retirement that isn’t threatened by market losses?

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #3
Call a TFA representative and explore ways to put a
defensive plan in place today so you can protect your
future retirement income stream.

MISTAKE #4
NOT HAVING A STRATEGY FOR HEALTH-RELATED EXPENSES
No one would argue that maintaining a healthy diet
and exercise program into retirement is a good thing.
Health and wealth, when combined, can make your
golden years much more fulfilling and enjoyable. But
no matter how healthy you hope to be later in life,
research suggests that most Americans turning age 65
will need long-term care at some point in their lives. 5
Having a plan in place to help cover long-term care
needs, should they arise, is well advised. What funds
have you set aside to cover those potential costs?

18% of 65-year-old couples will
have one spouse reach age 95.6
That equates to millions of people
who will live into their mid 90’s.

• Does it provide long-term care coverage?
• Does it pay whether you’re in a facility
or your own home?
• Does it provide potentially tax-free money
for long-term care costs?
• What costs does it cover, and which ones
does it not cover?
• Will it pay a family member to take care of you?
• Will the premiums you’ve paid into your
long-term care policy that you don’t use pass
to your heirs tax-free?*

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #4

When reviewing LTC options, make sure you choose a
policy that suits your needs.

* L ong term care (LTC) payments reduce the policy face amount by
accelerating the death benefit. Policy owner either pays premiums, or they
are taken from the cash value of the policy for the life of the policy. Stand
alone LTC policies have no cash value and so the beneficiaries receive no
benefit if it is not used Life insurance policies with LTC riders may have cash
value. Any unused cash value or death benefit will pass to the beneficiaries
tax-free at time of death of the insured. Specific protocol and qualifications
must be met before the insured can qualify for a claim. There are certain
items and exclusions not covered by certain policies so read the Outline of
Coverage carefully before purchase.

You do have LTC options. In fact, certain policies
simply allow you to take a portion of your existing
assets (such as cash or a brokerage account) and
purchase a life policy with a long-term care rider

** N
 either Transamerica nor its agents or representatives may provide tax
or legal advice. Anyone to whom this material is promoted, marketed, or
recommended should consult with and rely on their own independent tax
and legal advisors regarding their particular situation and the concepts
presented herein.
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Call a Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc.
Representative today and ask for a complimentary
long-term care proposal. Getting a long-term care
insurance policy in place could help preserve your
assets in the long run and provide you with comfort
knowing you have planned ahead.**
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If you don’t have a long-term care plan or policy in
place, your life savings could be depleted, leaving you
with few choices for care and living arrangements. Are
you comfortable with the possibility of someone else
dictating your healthcare and lodging decisions at the
end of your life based on a lack of money? Long-term
care is sometimes provided in-home, not in a facility;
and yet some policies require that you be in a facility in
order to receive maximum benefit.

Here are a few questions to ask about your life
insurance or long-term care policy:

7 MISTAKES

18% of 65-year-old couples will have one spouse reach
age 95.6. That equates to millions of people who
will live into their mid 90’s. If you or your spouse are
blessed to reach nearly 100, not only do your odds of
running out of money increase, but the odds of needing
long-term care insurance go up as well. According to
the US Department of Health and Human Services, the
national average for a private room in a long-term care
facility is $92,376 per year.7 Most people are relying
on savings and Social Security to pay for this. Will your
savings and Social Security benefits provide enough
for those additional healthcare costs?

that pays for Qualified Long-Term care tax-free if you
are deemed Chronically Ill by a Licensed Health Care
Practitioner, and then passes any unused funds to your
beneficiaries. Having a long-term care plan in place may
provide some comfort knowing you have planned ahead.*
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MISTAKE #5
MAKING EMOTIONAL INVESTMENT DECISIONS
It’s now believed that the Titanic did not sink because it was moving too quickly to avoid the
iceberg, but because of a mistake made by a steersman who panicked and turned the ship the
wrong direction! The infamous iceberg had been spotted two miles before the colossal ship
was critically struck – enough time to avoid it. But by the time Quartermaster Robert Hitchins
corrected his steering mistake, it was too late. If the crew had kept a level head instead of
reacting on emotion, could the tragedy of the Titanic have been avoided?
Hasty, emotion-based investment decisions can lead to bad outcomes… and unnecessary
losses over the long run.
When you read a negative headline, hear about a scary shift in the market or experience a
rough year, the temptation can be to make a hasty change. Selling when the market drops,
only to buy back once it has rallied, is known as getting ‘whipsawed’ — and this can have a
devastating effect on your portfolio. It’s a classic emotional reaction and is the exact opposite
of the wise, old saying, “buy low and sell high.”
The best way to potentially avoid a financial gash in the side of your retirement plan is to have
a firm grasp on your personal financial roadmap and a solid understanding of the
way the markets work. Staying focused on your long-term objective rather than the daily news
and market gyrations will give you a better foundation from which to pursue your financial
goals. It takes patience, but it can pay off big in the end. It’s absolutely necessary to make
adjustments and course corrections to your investment portfolio from time to time, but they
should be well thought out, based on the facts and in sync with your long-term plan rather
than that day’s headlines, tweets or short-term market volatility.

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #5
Work with a TFA representative to help you create a clear financial roadmap and provide
access to knowledge, clarity and level-headed guidance.

Staying focused on your long-term objective rather than
the daily news and market gyrations will give you a better
foundation from which to pursue your financial goals.
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MISTAKE #6

NOT HAVING A PROPER ESTATE PLAN
Do you have the six critical estate planning documents? Many Americans don’t have an estate plan because
they assume they don’t have enough money to warrant one. Are you among that group?
Completing an estate plan does not have to be daunting, exhausting or financially draining. No matter how
large or small your estate, there are benefits to be gained from having a plan in place.

Tax and/or legal advice not offered by Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc. or their affiliated companies. Please
consult with your personal tax professional or legal advisor for further guidance on tax or legal matters.

7 MISTAKES

It’s important to have a conversation with a licensed estate planning attorney about a will, trust, health care
surrogate designation and other important documents so you can be prepared for whatever the future might
bring your way.

|

Consider the responsibility to your loved ones of developing your estate plan. After creating an estate plan
with an attorney, meet with your TFA representative and make sure your investments are titled properly and
have the appropriate beneficiaries.

A recent survey by Caring.com found that only
42 percent of U.S. adults surveyed have estate
planning documents, such as a will or living trust.8
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HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #6
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MISTAKE #7

FOCUSING ON THINGS THAT DON’T REALLY MATTER IN THE END
Happiness doesn’t come from things. Family, friends, good health and gratitude are what bring deep joy in life and
make the most precious memories. Investing your time in the pursuits and people you love is what makes retirement
truly meaningful.
You might wonder how this applies to sound financial planning. In fact, it’s what brings us full circle. Your priorities
directly affect the number you should know outlined in Mistake #2. Quality of life can’t be calculated, but when
your income is protected and running out of money is no longer a fear, you can focus on the two greatest luxuries of
retirement – spending time with family and creating lasting memories.

HOW TO AVOID MISTAKE #7

Of the seven retirement mistakes to avoid,
this one is probably the most important.
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Take the time today to jot down the three or
four things that are most important to you,
and then make a conscious decision to focus
on those areas now.

Avoiding the mistakes outlined in this brochure can’t guarantee the
retirement you want, but they can help you avoid some of the most
common blunders that have scuttled the goals of many investors.
Remember, small mistakes can ruin big plans. The best way to
avoid retirement mistakes is to work closely with your Transamerica
Financial Advisors representative and to have a written strategy in
place. Without these two critical steps, you lower your chance of
navigating your way successfully to the future you see.

7 MISTAKES

Rather than waiting another decade, another year, or even another
day, make the call and let an experienced TFA Representative start
working on your behalf.

|
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Make the call and let an experienced
Transamerica Financial Advisors
representative start working on your behalf.
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1 https://www.planadviser.com/americans-fear-exhausting-money-in-retirement-more-than-death/
(The Allianz Generations Ahead Study was conducted by Larson Research + Strategy via online survey
in May, 2017 with 3,006 U.S. adults ages 20-70 with a minimum household income of $30K+ and was
commissioned by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America.)
2 h ttp://www.stutzmannmoore.wfadv.com/files/48759/withdrawal%20rates%20and%20
retirement%200615%20expires%201216.pdf
3 h ttps://news.gallup.com/poll/225023/investors-no-strings-attached-retirement-income-stream.aspx
4 h ttps://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/retirement/2018/01/31/retirementsavings-guess-how-many-gen-xers-and-baby-boomers-fall-short/109902630/
5 h ttps://longtermcare.acl.gov/the-basics/how-much-care-will-you-need.html
6 h ttps://personal.vanguard.com/us/insights/retirement/plan-for-a-long-retirement-tool?lang=en
7 h ttps://longtermcare.acl.gov/costs-how-to-pay/costs-of-care.html
8  https://www.caring.com/articles/wills-survey-2017
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